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Abstract. A simple technique is devised to measure the angles of te-
tragonal prisms without using expensive spectrometers, or autocollima-
tors and angle gauges. © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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1 Introduction

Several methods are currently used to test prism angle1–6

Prisms of all angles can be tested by precision spectr
eters and angle dekkors~autocollimators!. In normal prac-
tice, prism angles are compared by an angle dekkor aga
a master angle gauge or against a combination of a
gauges. In this method a suitable angle gauge or a
gauge combination is essential to conduct the experime
Alternate methods are suggested in Refs. 7–13 for circ
stances where an autocollimator and angle gauges are
available. In these methods, the angular deviation fr
symmetry of two surfaces with respect to a side as a b
line is determined from the measurement of the screen
tance and the separation of the reflected laser spots
screen before and after the rotation of a partially or fu
polished optical component by 180 deg. In the case of
tragonal prisms, the 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec angle nee
suitable angle gauge or a gauge combination, which is v
difficult to get from angle gauge manufacturers.

A simple method is suggested for setting up a refere
standard for a 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec angle and also
measuring all the angles of a tetragonal prism.

2 Principles of the Method

A tetragonal prism, also known as a corner cube, retro
flector, or as triple mirrors, is shown in Fig. 1. The pris
may be regarded as one corner of a glass cube. All
angles at the corner pointO are right angles, and the side
S1, S2, andS3 are all equal. The fourth surface~entrance
and exit face for the light beam! makes an angle of 54-deg
44-min, 8-sec with the other three surfaces of the tetrago
prism.

2.1 Right Angle

Figure 2 illustrates the principles of measurement of
90-deg angle of a prism. The detailed description of th
experiments can be found in Refs. 8, 11, and 12.

If a is the error in the 90-deg angle, It is given by

a5
AB

4OC
. ~1!
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2.2 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec Angle

For measuring the 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec angle, we h
made an arrangement for a reference surface using t
right-angle prisms and a plane parallel plate, as shown
Fig. 3. For making such an arrangement we have fabrica
three right-angle prisms,P1, P2, andP3 of suitable thick-
nesses. PrismP3 is slightly larger in size than prismsP1

andP2.. Even though it is not necessary thatP1 andP2 be
identical, we have made them identical, as shown in Fig
To avoid errors in the formation of the angle 55-deg, 4
min, 8-sec due to nonuniform bevels at the prism edgeE
~in Fig. 3!, we have made them by sticking well-polishe
plane parallel glass plates in-between waste plane par
glass plates on either side using a mixture of beeswax
rosin, as shown in Fig. 4. The right angles, pyramidal err
of P1, P2, andP3, are tested and corrected as shown in F
2, and 45-deg angles by the method shown in Fig. 5. T
error in the measurement of the 45-deg angle is given

b5
AB

4OC
. ~2!

The detailed discussion of these experiments is given
the author in Refs. 8, 11, and 12.

After the separation and cleaning of prismsP1 and P2,
they are joined to the faces opposite the 45-deg angle
prism P3 ~which is placed on an optical plane surface n
shown in Fig. 3! by wringing with drops of alcohol. An
optical block of suitable thickness and a straight end
brought in contact with the bottom ends ofP1, P3, andP2

~at the cornersC1! to set them in a single straight line
After the adjustment, a small amount of beeswax is pla

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a tetragonal prism (corner cube).
.00 © 2002 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Rao: Method for measurement . . .
on P1, P2, andP3 in few places so thatP3 can holdP1 and
P2. Finally, a plane parallel plate~or slip gauge! R is placed
on P1 andP2, as shown in Fig. 3. A little amount of bees
wax is placed in some places ofP1, P2, andR to holdR by
P1 and P2. Now the reference surface R of this assem
~Fig. 3! makes an angle of 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec with
base plate on which this arrangement stands.

The test for the 54-deg, 44min, 8-sec angle is perform
as shown in Fig. 6. Initially a collimated laser beam
made to incident on the reference surfaceR of Fig. 3. The
position of the reflected laser spot on the screen is note
A, and then the whole arrangement shown in Fig. 3 is
placed by the tetragonal prism to be tested. The reflec
laser beam from the surface of the tetragonal prism str
at B on the screen. PointC is the midpoint of AB. If the
error in the tetragonal prism angle 54-deg, 44-min, 8-se
g, it is given by

g5
AB

2OC
. ~3!

The details about the measurement ofa, b, andg can be
found in Refs. 7–12. In the case of fully polished comp
nents, a layer of grease must be applied to the rear surf

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram illustrating the method of setting the ref-
erence surface R for testing the 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec angle of a
tetragonal prism.

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram showing the principle for testing the 90-
deg angle of a prism. The angle 4a is greatly exaggerated in this
diagram.
s

s

of the optical components to avoid the unwanted reflec
light coming from some other surfaces. In the case of
polished components, these experiments must be perfor
by placing a plane parallel reflecting surface on the t
component to reflect the laser beam. The accuracy in
measurements depends on the distanceOC ~Figs. 2, 5, and
6! of the screen from the point of incidence of the las
beam on the optical component. For this caseOC55 m.
The distancesOC are measured to an accuracy of 1 mm.
method of increasing the screen distance is given in Re
The distancesAB are measured using a micrometer ey
piece to an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The error in the meas
ment ofa, b, andg is less than 1 sec of an arc.

The error in the measurement of any one right angle
the tetragonal prism is less than 1 sec of an arc, but for
angle 54-deg, 44-min, 8-sec, the expected accuracy is
than 5 sec of an arc, provided the componentsP1, P2, P3,
and R ~Fig. 3! are all well corrected. The accuracy ca
further be improved by repeating the experiment by plac

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the method for fabrication of right
angle prisms P1 and P2.

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram showing the principle of testing the 45-
deg angle of a prism. The angle 4b is greatly exaggerated in this
diagram.
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two more sides of the tetragonal prism on the horizon
base plate~used for resting the assembly of Fig. 3 and t
tetragonal prism surface! and further polishing the fourth
surface of the prism until the errorsg become smaller and
equal with respect to all three sides. The 54-deg, 43-m
12-sec angles of Fresnel rhombs made up of borosilic
crown glass~nd51.511! can also be tested againstR shown
in Fig. 3.

The experiments suggested~in Figs. 2, 5, and 6! can also
be performed using an autocollimator when suitable an
gauges are not available.

3 Conclusions

The proposed method does not require precision spectr
eters, or autocollimators and standard angle gauges. It
simple, accurate, and relatively inexpensive method.

Fig. 6 Schematic diagram showing the principle of testing the 54-
deg, 44-min, 8-sec angle of a tetragonal prism. The angle 2g is
greatly exaggerated in this diagram.
1614 Optical Engineering, Vol. 41 No. 7, July 2002
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